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Abstract- Travel time estimation is an important component of 

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). Many techniques for 
estimating travel time on various routes based on different types 
of sensors were proposed. In the past, stationary sensors were 
more popular, but they came with inflexibility, extra investment, 
and disruption to traffic flow during installation and maintenance. 
Global Positioning System (GPS) devices can also be used as 
mobile sensors but the signal penetration can be limited in the city 
environment. In this paper, we propose architecture of a context 
aware system for travel time estimation based on cellular probes 
in city environment. A cellular probe technique is our preference 
since necessary infrastructure is already in place without the 
weaknesses of stationary sensor techniques and GPS devices. The 
context analysis module in our system helps eliminate unrelated 
cellular probes from input data. Traffic data delivery methods are 
also discussed. Our system is very helpful for routes selection 
especially in the metropolitan area. The architecture of our 
system is open, flexible, extensible, and it can develop an 
evolutionary.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Travel time information is necessary for the journey 
planning and routes selection especially in the metropolitan 
area where people are interested in knowing time from an 
origin to the destination to plan a trip ahead. Travel time 
estimation is one important function in ITS. 

Different approaches deployed various types of sensors for 
travel time estimation. A sensor is the hardware with assisted 
software that detects vehicles and converts the information into 
traffic flow data. Sensors that act as traffic data collectors can 
be stationary sensors and mobile sensors. We can categorize 
stationary sensors into intrusive detectors (installed in-roadway) 
and non-intrusive detectors (installed above roadway or 
sideline).  

Intrusive detectors, such as inductive loop detectors (ILDs), 
have been used for several years to send traffic data to the 
traffic operators. However, this technology requires disruption 
to traffic flow during installation and maintenance, high failure 
rates in certain conditions, and inflexibility. Using non-
intrusive detectors still lead to requirement of extra equipments 
installation just like the intrusive detectors. This is a time 
consuming task and needs extra investment.  Deploying mobile 

sensors seems to be more flexible especially the cellular phone 
since the necessary infrastructures already exist and there is no 
disruption to traffic flow during installation and maintenance. 
In addition, mobile users are distributed all over the city, the 
number of mobile users is increasing day by day, and the 
problem of signal penetration is less than GPS in city 
environment.  

To deploy cellular probe in travel time estimation, 
specifying valid cellular probes as samples is a primary 
challenge. There can be a lot of cellular phones that are un-
related to the road traffic (e.g. mobile phone of pedestrians, in 
offices, in shopping mall, etc.) included in our input data set. 
Based on our literature review, some researches use cellular 
probes as traffic data originator, but very few of them offer the 
method of selecting valid samples in city environment and the 
majority of them do not apply the concept of context awareness 
to their systems.   

“The context is any information that can be used to 
characterize the situation of an entity.”[15] Almost any 
information available at the time of interaction can be 
classified as context. Context can include information such as 
identity, location, speed, acceleration, time of the day, date, 
season, temperature, people that are nearby, activities (e.g. 
walking, running), and schedules [19]. A system is context 
aware if it can extract, interpret and use context and adapt its 
functionality to the current context. 

The public awareness of the actual traffic situation is very 
useful. It can assist the travelers in their route selection. Thus 
we design the context aware system for travel time estimation 
based on cellular information which can report the actual travel 
time through one of information representation methods.  

Unlike other stationary sensor techniques, cellular phones 
are not designed to be the traffic data probes.  Thus, additional 
works must be done to eliminate unrelated data based on 
context awareness concept. With our context analysis module, 
classifying related and unrelated cellular probes for further 
actual travel time calculation is possible. 

This paper is divided into 4 parts. Part II reviews the existing 
travel time estimation techniques. Part III describes the 



architecture and explanation of our system while the 
conclusion and future research can be found in part IV. 

 

II. TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 

A sensor is a device with assisted software that detects 
vehicles and converts the information into traffic flow data. A 
sensor is an important component for the travel time or traffic 
condition estimation applications [17]. Different approaches 
applied various types of sensors as categorized in table1 [1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13]. Many travel time estimation algorithms 
were proposed based on each type of sensors or even data 
fusion algorithms for data from more than one type of sensors 
[18]. Some approaches apply various well known mathematic 
models in their algorithms.  

TABLE 1 
EXAMPLES OF SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES USED IN TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATION 

Stationary Sensors Mobile Sensors Mix Sensors 
Inductive Loop, Camera/ Video Image 
Processing, Microwave Radar, Passive 
and Active Infrared Devices, Ultrasonic, 
Passive Acoustic, Weight-in-Motion 
Detector, Magnetic Detector, Pneumatic 
Road Tubes, Piezoelectric Detector 

Cellular Phone, 
GPS , Mobile 
devices 
equipped with 
video camera 

Loop 
Detector + 
GPS 
Loop 
Detector + 
AVL  

 
Most of stationary sensor techniques require installation of 

fixed infrastructure and dedicated instruments. For instance, 
video cameras incorporated with image processing algorithms 
to provide traffic flow information have a limitation if the 
weather condition is low visibility.  

Mobile sensor techniques for traffic data collection have 
been studied lately. A probe vehicle and remote sensing 
method were primarily studied. Technologies in probe vehicle 
approaches include GPS, cellular phones, Automatic Vehicle 
Identification (AVI) and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL). 
A remote sensing technology relies on satellite images to 
extract the traffic information. For more information of sensors 
technologies for ITS, readers can find in [16] and [17]. 

Satellite images associated with image processing can also 
provide the traffic data, but the same problem as using video 
camera or camera applied which is limitation on low visibility. 
In addition, cost of using satellite is quite high.  

Cellular Phones as Probes 
As the geo-location technology was developed, vehicle 

probes with cellular phones become attractive for many 
research groups. Cellular phone location tracking has been 
brought up to discuss as one part of the travel time estimation 
based on cellular information by many projects. The tracking 
data can come from either mobile phone equipped with GPS 
receiver, using Time Advance (TA), or triangulation method [2, 
6]. However, the triangulation cannot tell the location of the 
phone within just a few meters [10]. Accuracy of a cellular 
geo-location technique remains as the challenge. Furthermore, 
tracking mobile phone position can lead to a privacy violation. 
This problem can be avoided by ignoring the data immediately 
after it is used and mobile phone numbers encryption so that it 

is not possible to know which phone made which trip [11]. In 
this section some examples of travel time estimation projects 
that rely on cellular probes are described. 

In 2001, Ygnace and Drane [1] described the methodology 
and preliminary results from their study. The situation and 
environment were set up based on assumption that the location 
of cellular phones on the road are known by any of positioning 
techniques without proposing any methods to obtain positions.. 
The result from simulation tells that 5% of the total vehicle 
population per link is sufficient to allow precise estimation of 
travel time. This project is called INRETS which is the pilot of 
project named STRIP [2]. 

For STRIP project, the experiment was done on a stretch of 
120 km of very crowded motorway. The distance between the 
mobile phone and the base station was obtained from the Time 
Advance (TA) when engaging in the phone call. The positions 
of mobile phones can then be calculated. All positions 
calculated to be out of threshold number centered on the 
motorway axis were discarded. Then a neuronal processing 
evaluates whether the mobile phone is located on the 
motorway or not, if yes, on which lane. The database of all 
time stamped locations of all mobile phones traveling on the 
motorway is used for travel time calculation [2]. Using TA to 
calculate positions must base on active cellular phones [6]. 
However, the possibility to have mobile phones in idle mode is 
higher.  

Schneider and Mrakotsky [3] proposed a travel time 
estimation method by obtaining the coordinate of the cell 
transition of a mobile phone from GPS. This method is quite 
simple, but it needs vehicles carrying GPS receivers and 
mobile phones with special software installed. This can be a 
burden. The GPS coordinates gained at the moment of cell 
transition are registered via mobile phone and stored in the 
database. With the difference of the time stamp at cell 
transitions and the distance on the road between two cell 
transitions, the average speed was calculated.  

It is noticeable that very few of cellular probe approaches 
offer methods to select valid samples in metropolitan areas. In 
addition, the majority of them do not apply context awareness 
concept to the systems. 

 

III. CONTEXT AWARE SYSTEM FOR TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATION 
BASED ON CELLULAR PROBES IN METROPOLITAN 

Travel time information is an integral part of Intelligent 
Transportation System (ITS) especially for the journey 
planning and route selection. Sensors are necessary for making 
this task successful. Many stationary sensors have been used as 
traffic data collectors, but they come with inflexibility and 
requirement of extra equipments installation. Some of them 
come with disruption to traffic flow and some of them come 
with time consuming for installation. Mobile sensor can 
alleviate these obstacles, but some of them create other 
limitations as stated in part II. GPS has limitation in signal 
penetration in the city while cellular probe has fewer problems. 



Satellite images can not perform well when the weather 
condition is not good such as when it is foggy or raining.  

Calculating travel time information based on cellular probes 
has become an interest. Most projects have done experiment 
without offering solutions for selecting relevant cellular probes 
to the traffic. Nevertheless, selecting valid samples (here are 
appropriate cellular probes) is very important in order to get an 
accurate result. Our system thus provides the solution to this 
problem. Fig.1 presents overall architecture of our project.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. An architecture of a Distributed Context Aware System for Travel 
Time Estimation Based on Cellular Probes in Metropolitan Environment 
 
The input of the system is context. Cellular phone locations, 

phone numbers, and base stations locations are examples of 
context attributes. Other context attributes are layout of the 
streets, building construction, events happening along the road, 
and type of cars as examples. For this project, some examples 
of context attributes are listed in Table 2. 

 To successfully deploy the system, the carrier’s cooperation 
is important. The carrier who provides the cellular data can 
gain benefit from selling traffic data to mobile users. Anyhow, 
the carrier must strongly concern about each customer’s 
privacy. Currently we cooperate with one of leading cellular 
phone operators in Thailand to provide us necessary data. 

To track the cellular probes, the ID of each probe must be 
taken. The most convenient way is taking the phone number 
obtained from the mobile phone operator as the ID. However, 
the privacy consideration is important. This problem can be 
solved by converting a phone number into new unique number 
that can not tell what the original number is. Thus, to prevent 
our system from privacy violation, all “private context 
attributes” (e.g. phone numbers, names of mobile users, etc.) 
must get through the “identity processing module” which 
includes a one-way hashing function. Then they become non-
private context attributes. For instance, an input phone number 
is hashed to another identity called “probe ID” that can 
represent each probe for a tracking purpose. With a one-way 
hashing function, after non-private context attributes are gotten 
and the input private context attributes are discarded, it is 

impossible to track back to get the original input. Locations of 
cellular phones in mobile networks can be obtained by using 
TA, triangulation, or detecting handover zone [6]. 

 
TABLE 2 

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTEXT ATTRIBUTES AND POSSIBLE USAGE  

Context attributes Possible use of context attributes 
Location of 
mobile phones 

- For cellular probe tracking 
- To help classifying related and un-related cellular 
probe to the traffic 
- For analyzing concentration and the location of 
groups of users 

Phone number  - To generate the probe ID for tracking purpose 
- Can classify pre-paid and post-paid phone (for 
further analysis) 

Location of base 
stations 

- Can be used for map-matching 
- For analyzing and associate the mobile user within 
coverage area. 

Layout of streets, 
buildings 
construction 

- Can be used to compare with location of base station 
for our analysis. 
- Can be used to populate the geographic location and 
can provide navigation functionality.  

Type of vehicles - To help analyzing the density of cellular probe in 
particular location. (e.g. many passengers in buses, 1 
driver in individual car) 

Mobile users 
profile 

- To help analyzing type of mobile users (e.g. bus 
driver, car driver, taxi driver) 
- To help personalizing the traffic report. 

Time and Date - To help analyzing the traffic congestion in particular 
location (e.g. high traffic in rush hour of the day, light 
traffic in the city during long weekend)  

Weather condition - To help analyzing the traffic congestion in particular 
location 

 
Furthermore, the sample size of cellular probe is also one of 

important concerns. It was proved that 5% of the total vehicle 
population per link is sufficient to allow the precise estimation 
of travel time in the link. However, increasing number of 
sample size will result in more accuracy result [1].  

Specifying valid cellular probes to be our samples while 
there are a lot of cellular phones that are un-related to the road 
traffic mixed in the input data set is a problem to be addressed. 
Thus, our system includes a context analysis module.   

Context attributes are input of the “context analysis module” 
which consists of algorithm to analyze all context. Once 
context attributes go through the “context analysis module”, 
we can tell either that cellular probe belongs to drivers of 
vehicles, pedestrians, or else. These can be told from situation 
of each probe extracted from input context attributes. Then we 
can choose valid samples to provide the accurate input for the 
next module, “travel time estimation module”. 

 The travel time estimation module calculates the travel time 
based on travel time estimation algorithm. Travel time 
calculation can be as simple as taking the time-stamp 
difference of a tracked cellular probe between one reference 
location and another. 

After obtaining the travel time information, the traffic report 
can be generated. There are many options to deliver traffic 
information to users. Traffic information can be broadcasted 
through radio wave. Delivery through web application is 

Travel Time Estimation Module 

Fine Tuning Module 

Traffic Report 
(Publish-Subscriber, Radio Broadcast, Mobile Phone, Web, 

Electronic Board, etc.) 

Public Context 

Identity Processing Module 

Context Analysis Module 

Private Context (e.g. phone numbers) 

Non-Private Context 



another option such as in [3], but it might be inconvenient for 
drivers to access the web while they are already on the roads. 
Traffic information can also be presented on electronic boards 
mounted along the roads or at intersections, but data 
representation must be taking into account along with location 
selection to install electronic boards for the best perception. 
Colors maybe used to represent the traffic condition such as 
red, yellow, and green to specify the volume of traffic in each 
road. For example, [12] use color painted on a traffic map to 
represent traffic information based on pre-specified occupancy 
thresholds.  

Moreover, the “publish/subscriber” technique may be chosen. 
Subscribed users may receive the traffic information through 
SMS on his/her mobile phone(s). This method is convenient 
for users, but well design of data representation is also needed. 
In addition, context awareness may be applied to help deliver 
appropriate information to each user based on his/her current 
location, his/her preference, his/her profile and user intent to 
support full pervasive computing environment. 

Our travel time report will be very useful for journey 
planning or route selection which is quite important for drivers 
in the city. The obtained actual travel time information can also 
become useful parameter for other applications such as time of 
journey prediction. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Travel time information is very important for the journey 
planning and route choice decision especially in the 
metropolitan area where people are interested in knowing the 
traffic condition along the route they are heading. This paper 
has proposed the architecture for estimating the actual travel 
time based on context and cellular probe. The cellular probes 
are chosen as our sensors because all necessary infrastructures 
are already in place thus there is no extra investment. Also 
there is no disruption to traffic flow during installation and 
maintenance. However, selecting valid samples (here are 
cellular probes) is a challenge. We apply concept of context 
awareness to the system to eliminate unrelated cellular probes 
from input data. Our system can develop an evolutionary. 
Building the prototype system is in progress and the prototype 
will be tested in Bangkok using cellular information provided 
from one of the major cellular phone service providers in 
Thailand. Employing our system to metropolitan area such as 
Bangkok, known as a city with serious traffic congestion 
problem, will help drivers make better decision to reach parts 
of the city. The actual travel time report can also help 
improving the traffic management and control. Thus the traffic 
congestion can be alleviated. 

Our system can be extended to report other traffic 
information in addition to the travel time information. More 
modules can be added to make the system more functionality. 
Our system can also be expanded to include the traffic 
prediction based on any prediction algorithms in the future. 
Thus it is extensible, open and flexible. 
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